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Abstract

We study the bounded expansion of several models of web graphs.
We show that various deterministic graph models for large complex net-
works have constant bounded expansion. We study two random models
of webgraphs, showing that the model of Bonato has not bounded ex-
pansion, and we conjecture that the classical model of Barabási may
have also not bounded expansion.

1 Introduction

For the past decade, there has been a growing interest in finding suitable
models for various real-world networks which share some characteristics like
a small diameter or a power-law degree distribution. For surveys on the
subject we refer to [4,6]. Some of these models are defined deterministically
and others use randomness, but they all produce sparse graphs, i.e. graphs
where the number of edges is only linear in the number of vertices. It is
therefore natural to ask whether these graphs fall into some of the well-
known sparse graph families like minor-closed graph families or families of
graphs with bounded degree.

Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [12–15] generalized such families by defi-
ning a sequence of graph parameters. Let P = {V1, . . . , Vp} a family of balls
of G, that is, a subset of vertices inducing a connected subgraph. The set
of all the families of balls of G is noted by B(G). The radius ρ(P) of P is
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ρ(P) = maxX∈P ρ(G[X]), then the parameter ∇r(G) is defined in [12] as
the greatest reduced average density (grad) of rank r of the graph G

∇r(G) = max
P ∈ B(G)
ρ(P) ≤ r

| E(G/P) |
| P |

.

If this sequence (∇r(G))r≥0 has a uniform upper bound f(r) for all
graphs in a certain family, then we say that this family has bounded expan-
sion, that is, a class of graphs C has bounded expansion if there exists a
function f : N→ R such that for every graph G ∈ C and every r holds

∇r(G) ≤ f(r).

2 Deterministic models

We are going to use the following results of [12,15] to prove that the deter-
ministic models have constant bounded expansion.

Theorem 2.1. For any proper minor closed class of graphs K, and for any
fixed integer p ≥ 1, χp(G) is bounded on K.

We also consider Theorem 8.1. of [12] which holds that for a class of
graph C is equivalent to have bounded expansion than the fact that for any
integer p, {χp(G) : G ∈ C} may be bounded. Combining both theorems we
have that proper minor classes have bounded expansion.

Recursive clique-trees
For some integer d ≥ 2, recursive d-clique trees are constructed as follows:
starting with G0 := Kd, we obtain Gt+1 from Gt by adding a new vertex
for each clique of size d in Gt and joining this vertex to all vertices in the
respective clique. The case d = 2 has been considered in [9] and the general
case in [8]. We will denote the family of recursive d-clique trees by Pd. If
we introduce only a single new vertex in each step (and connect it to all
vertices in some d-clique), we obviously get a larger graph family P ′d which
contains Pd. Denote the closure of P ′d under taking subgraphs by P ′′d . Our
first result implies that recursive clique-trees have constant expansion.

Proposition 2.2. P ′′d is a proper minor-closed graph family.

The construction of a d-dimensional Apollonian network is very similar
to the construction of a recursive d-clique tree, only that we now introduce
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new vertices for each clique of size d in Gt which does not already lie in Gt−1.
Therefore, the family Qd of all such networks is a subset of Pd, so that our
previous result implies that Qd also has constant expansion.

For some integer d ≥ 2, recursive d-clique trees are constructed as follows:
Starting with G0 := Kd, we obtain Gt+1 from Gt by introducing a new vertex
for each clique of size d in Gt and joining this vertex to all vertices in the
respective clique. The case d = 2 has been considered in [9] and the general
case in [8].

We will denote the family of recursive d-clique trees by Pd and the closure
of Pd under taking subgraphs by P ′d.

Lemma 2.3. P ′d is a proper minor-closed graph family.

Proof. From the inductive construction of Gt above, it can never contain
Kd+2 as a subgraph, and P ′d is thus a proper graph family. If H is a minor
of G, then it is well-known that we can get H from G by a sequence of edge
deletions and contractions. Obviously, edge deletions will not get us out of
P ′d. To complete the proof, it is therefore sufficient to prove that for an edge
e = uv in a graph G ∈ P ′d, G/e also lies in P ′d.

Let t′ be such that G ⊆ Gt′ . We assign to every vertex x in Gt′ a birthtime
tx which is the smallest integer such that x ∈ V (Gtx). We say that a vertex y
is a child of a vertex x if xy ∈ E(Gty), i.e. x lies in the clique of size d which
gives rise to y. We define the terms ancestor and descendant accordingly.
Note that a child is always adjacent to its parent, where as a descendant of
a later generation may well not be.

Using the symmetry of G1 = Kd+1, we may assume without loss of
generality that tu < tv. Let us make two observations. First, let Y be the
set of descendants of y which are .

Apollonian networks
The construction of a d-dimensional Apollonian network [16] is very sim-

ilar to the construction of a recursive d-clique tree, only that we now intro-
duce new vertices for each clique of size d in Gt which does not already lie
in Gt−1. Therefore, the family Qd of all such networks is a subset of Pd, so
that our previous result implies that Qd also has constant expansion.

Hierarchical networks
This model was introduced in [2]. Again, we start with a Kd. We select

a root r in Kd and N0 be the set of non-root vertices. We construct Gt+1

from Gt as follows: add d−1 disjoint copies G(1)
t , . . . , G

(d−1)
t of Gt to Gt and
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connect all the vertices in
⋃d−1

i=1 N
(i)
t to r. Finally, setNt+1 := Nt∪

⋃d−1
i=1 N

(i)
t .

We denote the family of all such hierachical networks by Rd.
If we are more generous and connect all vertices in the copies of Gt to r,

we get another graph family Sd. We denote the closure of Sd under taking
subgraphs by S ′d. It is then easy to see that S ′d is a proper minor-closed graph
family and as Rd ⊂ S ′d, this proves that Rd also has constant expansion.

Sierpinski grids
A Sierpinski grid is a subset of the 2-dimensional grid which has some

self-similarity [3]. An additional vertex is added which is connected to ver-
tices in on an ‘inner’ boundary and vertices on the outer boundary. It is
straightforward to see that this graph is embeddable on a torus and thus
has constant expansion.

3 Random networks

If we want to discuss whether random models also have bounded expansion,
we first have to clarify what we mean by that. For a given random model,
we could of course ask whether the family of all graphs which might occur
as the outcome, i.e. which have positive probability, has bounded expansion.
However, this approach somehow seems to neglect the randomness and in
most cases it trivially leads to the result that the expansion is unbounded.
Instead, we will adopt the following

Definition 3.1. Let (Gt)t≥0 be a random graph process, we say that it has
bounded expansion if there exist a function f : N −→ N such that for all
r ∈ N

P [∇r(Gt) ≤ f(r)] −→ 1 as t −→∞.

In this section, instead of working with the definition of ∇r(G) itself, we
will use a result by Dvořák [10], namely that ∇r(G) is large if and only if G
contains a ≤ 2r-subdivision of a graph with large minimum degree.

We will discuss the two most prominent random models for complex
networks, the copying model of Kumar et al. [11] and the preferential at-
tachment model of Barabási and Albert [1].

Copying model
In the copying model, we define a random graph process (Gt)t≥0 induc-

tively as follows.

1. Start with a graph G0 consisting of two vertices v1, v2 and the edge
{v1, v2}.
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2. Given Gt, choose a vertex v ∈ V (Gt) uniformly at random. Add a
new vertex vt+1 and join it to each neighbour of v (independently)
with some (fixed) probability 0 < p < 1.

It is straightforward to prove that

Proposition 3.2. For all r ∈ N,

P [Gt containsKr,r] −→ 1 as t −→∞.

We note that this also follows from a result in [7]. It obviously implies that
the copying model has unbounded expansion.

Preferential attachment model
For the preferential attachment model, we adopt the following rigorous

definition of Bollobás and Riordan [5]. First we generate a sequence of
graphs (G1

t )t≥0 as follows.

1. Start with a graph G1
0 consisting of a single vertex v1 and the loop

{v1, v1}.

2. Given G1
t , add a new vertex vt+1 and an edge {vt+1, v}, where v is

chosen randomly with

P [v = vi] =
{
dG1

t
(vi)/(2t− 1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ t,

1/(2t− 1) if i = t+ 1.

To get (Gm
t )t≥0 from (G1

t )t≥0 for some fixed integer m ≥ 2, we take those
graphs from the latter sequence for which m divides t and contract v1, . . . , vm

to a new node vm
1 , vm+1, . . . , v2m to a new node vm

2 , and so forth.
In this model, it is not at all obvious whether Gm

t is likely to contain
a ≤ 2r-subdivision of Kr, say. Using ideas and techniques from [5], we
strongly conjecture the following.

Conjecture 3.3. Let H be a 1-subdivision of Kr. For all r ∈ N,

P [Gt contains a copy ofH] −→ 1 as t −→∞.

‘Proof’. We will attempt to prove that there are a.a.s. R :=
(
r
2

)
vertices

v1, . . . , vR in (
√
n, n] such that Gm

t [1∪ . . .∪ r∪ v1 ∪ . . .∪ vR] contains a copy
of H (with 1, . . . , r corresponding to the vertices in H of degree r − 1).

To this end we will use the following result of Bollobás [4], where we
direct an edge {i, j} of Gn

1 from j to i whenever i < j. For a subgraph S
of Gn

1 , din
S (.), V −(S), and V +(S) then have their obvious meaning; whereas

CS(i) denotes the number of edges (j, k) with j ≤ i ≤ k.
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Theorem 3.4. Let S be a possible subgraph of Gn
1 of fixed order. Then

P [S ⊂ Gn
1 ] =

∏
i∈V −(S)

din
S (i)!

∏
i∈V +(S)

1
2i− 1

∏
i/∈V +(S)

(
1 +

CS(i)
2t− 1

)
.

Furthermore,

P [S ⊂ Gn
1 ] =

∏
i∈V −(S)

din
S (i)!

∏
ij∈E(S)

1
2
√
ij

exp

O
 ∑

i∈V (S)

CS(i)2/i

 . (1)

For any copy of H in Gn
m as above, we now consider some subgraph H ′ of

Gmn
1 such that contraction we described above would transform H ′ into H.

Let us use 1 to calculate P [H ′ ⊂ Gmn
1 ]. Clearly, the only vertices of H ′ with

positive indegree are those which corresponds to the ‘fat’ vertices 1, . . . , r
in H. Moreover, as all vi >

√
n, the contribution of the ‘slim’ vertices to

the sum in the exponent of the last product is negligible. Therefore, we
deduce that there is a constant c such that independent of our actual choice
of v1, . . . , vR,

P
[
H ′ ⊂ Gmn

1

]
=

c

v1 · . . . · vR
.

Let us denote the indicator variable of this event by Xi and consider the
sum X :=

∑
Xi over all possible choices of v1, . . . , vR. Then

E [X] =
∑

√
n<v1,...,vR≤n

c

v1 · . . . · vR
= Θ

(
(log n)R

)
.

Hence, the expected number of 1-subdivisions of Kr is unbounded.

Unfortunately, we cannot use the second moment method to actually
show that we have such a subdivision with high probability. The reason

is as follows. We would need to show that
E[X2]
E[X]2

−→ 1, but the dominant
contribution in the numerator arises from pairs XiXj where the correspond-
ing sets of subdividing vertices are disjoint. When we use Equation (??)
to calculate E [XiXj ], we will get a different constant c′. It can be easily

seen that c′ > c2, so that
E[X2]
E[X]2

6−→ 1. Therefore, we can infer that also the
preferential attachment model has unbounded expansion.

Our results raise the question whether there are ‘natural’ deterministic
and random models for complex networks which have unbounded or bounded
expansion, respectively.
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